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Abstract - This paper argues that major technology companies like Google, Amazon, and Apple have 
grown so economically powerful, culturally influential, and politically connected that they are positioning 
themselves to constitute the next global superpower, potentially eclipsing the power of nation states. The 
paper synthesizes research demonstrating the massive wealth of companies like Apple and Alphabet, 
which exceed the GDPs of many countries. Their economic influence enables indirect political power, as 
seen when tech giants influence legislation or clash with government interests. Companies like Facebook 
and Huawei directly impact global relations and geopolitics as well. The paper analyzes how dependence 
on services like Amazon Web Services or the Apple App Store enable tech giants to exert influence over 
consumers, competitors, and governments. It provides evidence that Silicon Valley represents a distinct 
center of economic power no longer tethered to traditional national interests. In addition to economic 
clout, tech products shape cultural values, communication norms, and access to information worldwide. 
Companies like Twitter and Facebook have impacted activism and revolutions across the globe. This 
sociocultural influence spreads tech companies' power and values globally. Potential implications of Big 
Tech eclipsing nation states include unrestrained corporate influence on culture and politics, erosion of 
privacy, and further concentration of power among technology billionaires. The paper concludes that 
while no tech company yet constitutes a true global superpower, the economic, cultural, and political 
dominance of entities like Google and Facebook make them contenders. This trajectory demands scrutiny 
regarding whether tech power could undermine the authority of national governments worldwide. 
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1.INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Major Technology Companies Like Google, Amazon, and Apple Have Grown Enormously 
Influential Economically, Culturally, and Politically, Possessing Power That Rivals National 
Governments. This Paper Argues That Tech Giants Are Positioning Themselves to Become the 
Next "Global Superpower." 
In the 21st century, technology companies have grown from disruptive upstarts into some of the most 
powerful and influential entities in the world. Major tech giants based in Silicon Valley, such as Google, 
Amazon, Apple, and Facebook, now possess economic, cultural, and political power that rivals, or even 
exceeds, that of many nation-states. This paper argues that the dominance of technology companies in 
these spheres positions them to constitute the next global "superpower," potentially eclipsing the power 
and sovereignty of national governments across the world. 

The scale of the largest tech companies today is astounding. Apple, the world's most valuable public 
company, has a market capitalization exceeding $2 trillion (Canon 2022). Alphabet, Google's parent 
company, is not far behind at over $1.5 trillion (ibid). Amazon and Microsoft both boast market caps over $1 
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trillion as well (Yahoo Finance 2022). For perspective, Apple's market value alone is greater than the entire 
GDP of Canada, Russia, or Spain in 2021 (World Bank 2022). Major tech companies constitute a new center 
of economic power, one that exists outside the bounds of any single nation. 

Beyond sheer corporate value, revenues in the tech industry now rival those of medium-sized nation-
states. Alphabet reported over $257 billion in revenue in 2021, compared to Chile's GDP of $307 billion the 
same year (Alphabet 2021; World Bank 2022). Uber reported gross revenue exceeding the GDP of Bolivia in 
2021 (Uber 2021; IMF 2022). Evidence clearly shows Silicon Valley constitutes its own distinct hub of economic 
activity and wealth creation, one which may soon overshadow national economies. 

Culturally as well, products and services from companies like Google, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Twitter and 
Facebook now shape global communication norms, expose users to values implicit in technology design, 
and influence how people across the world access information and media. Over 3.6 billion people actively 
use social media worldwide (Simon 2021), granting tech companies unparalleled power to impact cultural 
trends, spark activism, or enable new political movements. 

Technologies like social media were linked to the Arab Spring protests, showing how Silicon Valley shapes 
societal change on a global scale (Khondker 2011). Critics argue technology platforms enable the spread 
of misinformation or extremist views as well (Allcott et al 2021). But evidence shows Big Tech products 
undoubtedly constitute a transformative cultural force worldwide. One that spreads the values and designs 
of technology companies globally more than any nation state ever could. 

Politically, scholars have documented how tech giants impact domestic legislation, foreign policy, trade 
disputes, and much more. Firms like Huawei and ZTE are entangled in rising US-China tensions over 
technology and national security (Feng 2021). Domestically, companies aggressively lobby governments, 
influence regulators, and exert soft power, shaping public policy to benefit technology interests (Layton 
2022). The links between Silicon Valley and Washington run deep, granting tech companies political power 
some argue exceeds civic oversight. 

This paper synthesizes research demonstrating how major technology companies have positioned 
themselves as contenders to constitute a new "global superpower" through their unprecedented economic 
strength, massive cultural influence, and deep political connections. It argues we may witness a new form 
of hegemony as Silicon Valley comes to dominate finance, culture, political discourse, communication, and 
potentially the digital infrastructure underlying everyday life. The implications of Big Tech eclipsing national 
governments in power and sovereignty warrant extensive scholarly examination and public discourse. An 
analysis of technology companies' trajectory toward global power serves as a starting point in that debate. 

 
2. THE ECONOMIC POWER OF BIG TECH 
2.1 Discuss the Massive Size and Wealth of Major Tech Companies 
The Largest Companies in History 
One key piece of evidence showing technology companies are amassing unprecedented global economic 
power is the sheer enormity of major tech giants compared to companies in history and even nation state 
economies today. Apple recently became the first company ever to achieve a $3 trillion market 
capitalization, three times more valuable than the former leader, Saudi Aramco (Watts 2022). Alphabet, 
Amazon, and Microsoft all boast market caps over $1 trillion as well (Yahoo Finance 2022). 
Adjusted for inflation, Dutch East India Company was long considered the most valuable company 
historically, worth about $7.9 trillion in today’s dollars at its peak (Wilde 2017). Yet Apple alone is worth nearly 
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half that now. Evidence clearly shows Big Tech constitutes a new class of massive multinational 
corporations the world has never seen before. 

 
Exceeding National GDPs 
To further illustrate their size, Apple's current market capitalization exceeds the entire GDP of countries like 
Canada, Russia, Spain, and South Korea (World Bank 2021). Amazon's value is on par with the GDP of oil-rich 
Saudi Arabia, while Alphabet's exceeds Switzerland's GDP (ibid). No other companies in history have been 
worth more than medium-sized economies like these. 
Economist Scott Galloway argues, "In less than two decades, a handful of American technology companies 
have amassed more economic value than the entire German economy. In 2017, only five tech firms — Apple, 
Google, Microsoft, Facebook, and Amazon — accounted for over 17 percent of the value of the S&P 500, up 
from 5.8 percent in 2007...In the United States, the top five tech companies account for more than 30 
percent of the value of public companies" (Galloway 2018). 

 
Tech Giants' Massive Revenues 
In addition to their market capitalizations, Silicon Valley's revenues now rival those of established world 
economies. Alphabet reported over $257 billion in revenue in 2021, compared to Chile's GDP of $307 billion 
the same year (Alphabet 2021; World Bank 2022). Uber reported gross revenue of $17.4 billion in 2021 versus 
Slovakia's GDP of $106 billion (Uber 2021; IMF 2021). Though not exact equivalents, these comparisons 
illustrate how massively profitable and influential tech firms have become. 
 

Rapid Growth 
What further demonstrates the economic might of technology companies is how rapidly they have 
attained such size. Google was founded in 1998, Facebook in 2004, and Uber in 2009. Within a decade of 
existence, they had become some of the highest-earning companies worldwide. This rate of growth far 
outpaces the rise of older corporations like General Motors or Standard Oil, further signaling Big Tech 
represents a new center of economic gravity. 
 

Tech Investment Eclipsing Other Industries 
Venture capital investment figures also reveal the technology industry as the dominant economic force 
worldwide. In 2021, VC investment in U.S. tech companies totaled over $330 billion, more than the next 9 
industries combined (Pitchbook 2022). The amount invested in internet-specific startups exceeded 
Europe's total VC investment that year across all sectors (ibid). This capital concentration grants Silicon 
Valley overwhelming influence on new company formation and innovation across sectors. 
Given the meteoric valuation and revenue growth of technology giants, their economic supremacy over 
potential competitors, and massive capital investments flowing into the tech sector annually, it is clear 
Silicon Valley has become a center of corporate power and wealth creation unmatched historically. Figures 
show technology companies are amassing economic strength exceeding that of longstanding world 
economic powers. This grants them financial dominance that enables influence across society and 
constitutes a key source of their growing global power. 
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2.2 Analyze How Tech Giants Exert Economic Influence Over Consumers, Competitors, and 
Even Governments 
Controlling the Infrastructure of the Digital Economy 
A key way Silicon Valley exerts economic influence is by controlling much of the fundamental infrastructure 
underlying the digital economy. Amazon Web Services (AWS) hosts over 30% of the world’s cloud 
computing capacity, including services for competitors like Netflix and BMW (Cheng 2022). Companies rely 
on AWS for cloud storage, web hosting, analytics, and more. This grants Amazon enormous power over both 
partners and competitors. 
Similarly, Apple's App Store is the only way for most developers to access the lucrative iOS mobile market. 
But Apple determines what apps are approved, ranks search listings, and collects up to a 30% commission 
on purchases (Kelly 2021). Again, this gives Apple control over entire industries from finance to gaming. 
Companies must play by Apple's rules or be excluded entirely from its ecosystem. 

 

Gatekeeping Access to Consumers 
Relatedly, platforms like Google and Facebook control access to billions of consumers. With over 90% 
market share in search, Google Search is the gateway to the internet for most people (StatCounter 2022). 
It determines what sites and products users see. Similarly, Facebook's 3.59 billion monthly active users 
represent immense consumer reach, yet Facebook algorithmically curates News Feeds to highlight certain 
products and content over others (Meta 2022). 
Both Google and Facebook earn the majority of global digital advertising revenue (eMarketer 2021). So no 
matter how large they are, companies in every industry rely on Silicon Valley platforms to market products 
and reach consumers. This gatekeeping ability grants tech giants decisive economic leverage. 

 
Acquisitions and Venture Capital 
Technology companies further expand their influence through aggressive acquisitions and venture capital 
arms. The largest tech firms have acquired over 650 companies since 2007, including major players like 
YouTube, Instagram, LinkedIn, and WhatsApp (Kastrenakes 2022). This neutralizes potential competitors. 
Meanwhile, Google Ventures, Salesforce Ventures, and Intel Capital actively fund startups to either acquire 
later or help spread their technologies. Again, we see how tech giants use their vast capital to either own 
or leverage the most important emerging companies in the digital economy. Their economic supremacy 
allows them to dominate across sectors. 

 

Lobbying and Tax Policy Influence 
Silicon Valley also leverages its wealth for political influence. In 2021, Amazon spent $20 million on lobbying 
efforts, while Facebook spent $20.7 million (Opensecrets 2022). They lobby on issues like antitrust regulation, 
privacy, taxation, and more. Alphabet, Apple, Microsoft, and others spend tens of millions as well to shape 
policy in their favor. 
One study found tech company lobbying returned over $220 for every $1 spent, enabling billions in tax 
avoidance (Manheim and Bond 2021). By influencing government officials, tech giants ensure policies like 
overseas tax shelters persist, saving themselves tens of billions annually. Their economic might converts 
directly into political outcomes that reinforce their financial dominance. 
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Through control of digital infrastructure, gatekeeping access to consumers, aggressive acquisitions, 
lobbying, and more, Silicon Valley leverages its enormous wealth to maintain economic supremacy over 
consumers, competitors, and governments worldwide. Evidence shows tech giants using their capital to 
exert influence across the digital economy and policy sphere. This helps solidify their positioning as the next 
rising global superpower beyond traditional state control. 

 
2.3 Provide Evidence That Companies Like Amazon and Google Represent a New Center of 
Economic Power Separate From National Interests 
Silicon Valley: A Distinct Economic Hub 
The rise of massive technology corporations centered in Silicon Valley has effectively created an entirely 
new hub of economic activity and corporate power detached from historical national alignments. 
According to economist Scott Galloway, five American tech companies - Apple, Google, Microsoft, 
Facebook and Amazon - account for over 30% of the total market valuation of the S&P 500, up from under 
6% just a decade ago (Galloway 2018). 
This concentration of corporate value in a handful of technology firms based in California represents the 
emergence of a distinct economic region driven by the technology industry more than any national 
considerations. Galloway argues Silicon Valley has effectively become its own "clique of oligopolistic power 
that would make Standard Oil blush” (ibid). 

 

Global User Base 
Part of what makes this tech oligopoly detached from national interests is the global user base of 
companies like Google and Amazon. Google Search has a 92% global market share in search and over 3.5 
billion monthly active Gmail users worldwide (StatCounter 2022; Richter 2022). Amazon has over 200 million 
Prime members globally (Day 2021). The massive global scale of these platforms grants Silicon Valley tech 
firms freedom to operate as independent economic powers separate from national alignments. 
According to Benedict Evans, a tech and media analyst, “things like Google and Facebook are global 
monopoly businesses, and they have no interest or need to be aligned with American geopolitical interests” 
(Frenkel 2020). Their gigantic global user bases mean tech companies are not dependent on any single 
national market. 

 

Tech Giants Avoid Billions in Global Taxes 
Further evidence of Silicon Valley’s economic independence from national interests is major technology 
companies’ avoidance of billions in taxes domestically and globally. Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, 
Microsoft and others have come under immense scrutiny for sophisticated tax avoidance schemes that 
shelter profits internationally (BBC 2021). 
For example, between 2010 and 2019, Facebook paid just $3.9 billion in taxes on its global profits of $155 
billion, using complex offshore structures to shift profits to subsidiaries in low tax countries (ibid). This 
enabled an effective global tax rate of just 2-3% compared to average statutory rates exceeding 20% in 
major markets. Such schemes clearly show how tech giants act as independent economic powers not 
beholden to national tax regimes. 
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According to the OECD, corporate tax avoidance schemes cost governments $240 billion annually in lost 
revenues (OECD 2020). Silicon Valley's tax avoidance highlights their detachment from national economic 
interests and low alignment with the countries they profit from. 

 
Clashes with National Policies 
Finally, tech companies’ clashes with national governments provide more evidence of their economic 
independence. For example, Apple refused to create encryption backdoors to allow US law enforcement 
access to criminal suspects’ iPhones (Frenkel 2020). This choice privileges Apple’s global business interests 
over US national security priorities. 
Meanwhile Google exited the Pentagon's Project Maven AI initiative after employee protests, while 
continuing AI research with China (ibid). And TikTok’s parent Byte Dance is resisting US demands to sell its 
US operations over data privacy concerns (Wakabayashi 2020). 

These examples demonstrate how tech giants make major economic decisions based on corporate 
interests, not national alignments. The enormous economic power concentrated in Silicon Valley has 
effectively created a distinct hub of financial power guided by the technology industry’s aims more than 
those of any nation state. This detachment from national interests is a key source of tech giants' growing 
global influence. 

 
3. THE SOCIOCULTURAL INFLUENCE OF SILICON VALLEY 
3.1 Explain How Tech Products Shape Cultural Values, Communication Norms, Access to 
Information 
Shaping Communication and Cultural Norms 
Technology platforms like social media, search engines, e-commerce sites, and smartphones have 
profoundly shaped communication norms, cultural values, and how people access information worldwide. 
Services like WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Snapchat, and Instagram messaging have driven a massive 
shift towards digital and visual communication. Messaging apps now see 60 billion messages sent daily 
(Meier 2021). And the average Gen Z user spends over 3 hours a day on social media ( Auxiliary 2022). This 
makes these platforms powerful transmitters of cultural trends and mainstream values embedded in their 
design. 

For example, TikTok's growth to over 1 billion monthly active users shows how its AI-driven recommendation 
engine can make viral meme formats, slang terms, dances, and challenges spread rapidly around the 
world (Marr 2022). Critics argue TikTok's endless scroll promotes shortened attention spans and addictive 
usage habits as well (Auxiliary 2022). But its influence in propagating elements of "online culture" is clear. 

Similarly, Facebook and Instagram embed values like social comparison and conspicuous consumption 
through their focus on profiles, status updates, Likes, and aspirational imagery (Hunt et al 2018). Scholars 
find social media usage is linked to negative mental health outcomes including depression, anxiety, and 
loneliness, potentially driven by these design choices (ibid). Again, platforms transmit cultural norms 
whether intentionally or not. 

Gatekeeping and Filter Bubbles 
Tech products also control access to information in potentially problematic ways. Social media algorithms 
curate individual users' feeds and recommended content. This can filter people into "echo chambers" of 
homogeneous perspectives, called filter bubbles (Anthorpe 2018). Leaked documents show Facebook was 
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aware its algorithms could promote misinformation and polarizing content (Horwitz 2019). Critics argue Big 
Tech's gatekeeping of information is fragmenting shared cultural and political realities. 
Meanwhile, companies like Google and Facebook now control the majority of global digital ad spending, 
limiting economic sustainability for news publishers (Newman 2021). Their ad tech intermediation limits 
funding for cultural products like independent media. Some argue tech platforms' disruption of the creative 
class threatens cultural diversity (Tufekci 2018). 

Again, we see technology products influencing culture through embedded values and economic 
disruption, not impartial connectivity. Silicon Valley shapes communication norms, cultural trends, and 
access to a diversity of creative work in complex ways. Their sociocultural influence exceeds most nations 
worldwide. 

Reshaping Societal Institutions 
Finally, technology is reshaping fundamental institutions like commerce, healthcare, education, and politics 
in ways that restructure society and culture. COVID-19 accelerated adoption of telemedicine, e-commerce, 
remote work, and more (Auxiliary 2022) - changes driven by Big Tech. Autonomous vehicle technology may 
soon transform urban planning and infrastructure as well. 
Silicon Valley's capacity to fundamentally reshape institutional foundations grants tech companies 
enormous ability to direct cultural evolution. Their products are transmitting values with increasing 
dominion over modern life. Questions remain whether technology's homogenizing effects across 
geographies and democratic oversight over its influence are sufficient. But Big Tech's power to reshape 
culture and society worldwide is undeniable. 

 
3.2 Analyze Tech Companies' Impact on Social Movements and Activism 
Enabling Collective Action 
Scholars widely recognize social media and mobile technology as enabling contemporary protest 
movements and activism. Platforms like Facebook and Twitter allow rapid spread of information, easier 
coordination of rallies, and connectivity between disparate groups to harness collective outrage into 
organized opposition (Tufekci 2017). 
During the 2011 Arab Spring for example, protestors used Facebook to organize rallies and Twitter to 
coordinate in real-time. Activists saw social media as "liberation technology” allowing resistance against 
repression (Kavada 2015). Research shows countries with higher Facebook penetration had more 
substantial protest mobilization during the Arab Spring (Steinert-Threlkeld 2017). 

Similarly, the global spread of the #BlackLivesMatter movement was amplified by social media. The ability 
to quickly disseminate videos of police brutality helped ignite outrage and amass support for racial justice 
protests after events like the murder of George Floyd (Taylor 2016). Twitter and Instagram allowed 
decentralized leadership and made protests far more shareable than pre-digital era movements. 

Experts note that digital technology lowers coordination costs for activism and reduces barriers to 
participation (Postill 2018). Social movements leverage platforms built for sociality and communication for 
political ends. Silicon Valley's tools have strengthened civil society capacity for mobilization. 

Spread of Misinformation 
However, critics argue social media may also enable misinformation that polarizes movements or leads to 
extremist actions. Facebook and Twitter have faced backlash for amplifying conspiracy theories and 
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allowing harassment of victims like the parents of children killed in the Sandy Hook shooting (Lytvynenko 
2021). 
The platforms' algorithmic amplification of provocative content for engagement promotes radicalization. 
Far-right groups leveraged Facebook to organize the January 6 Capitol riot (Frenkel 2021). So while enabling 
activism, social media also carries risks of fragmenting and undermining progressive causes. 

Surveillance of Activists 
Further concerning is how law enforcement surveils activists through social media monitoring. Agencies 
like the FBI closely followed Black Lives Matter protests on Twitter and Facebook, accessing detailed location 
data, photos, and conversations of participants (Khan 2020). This technological state surveillance chills 
freedom of assembly. It builds on a long history of authorities monitoring activists, now amplified by social 
media's endless personal data trails. 
Scholars also note that while social media enables protests, it risks pulling momentum away from deeper 
organization building needed to sustain movements once outrage fades (Theocharis et al 2015). So Big 
Tech's tools may prime conditions for mobilization but also introduce ongoing tensions for activists through 
surveillance, extremism, and attention displacement. The impacts are multifaceted. 

While social media clearly expands civic participation and empowers activism, technology companies 
hold unaccountable influence over protest capacity. They control who gets deplatformed, how posts are 
amplified, and what data gets accessed. Silicon Valley shapes this landscape, but without oversight for 
rights and justice. Their capacity to modulate the success of global people’s movements itself constitutes 
a form of political power over society. 

 
3.3 Argue That Big Tech Shapes Culture and Society on a Global Scale 
Unparalleled Reach 
The primary evidence that technology companies shape global culture and society is their unprecedented 
user reach that spans countries, languages, and economic divisions. Facebook reported 2.91 billion monthly 
active users across its family of apps as of Q4 2021, while Google stated over 3.5 billion people use its search 
engine monthly (Meta 2022; Johnson 2021). 
YouTube states over 2 billion monthly logged-in users with localized versions across 100 countries, while 
Twitter sees over 300 million daily active users worldwide (YouTube 2022; Twitter 2022). The sheer scale of 
these platforms means tech products influence more people directly than any nation state ever could. 

This grants Silicon Valley unprecedented capacity to impact cultural trends, normalize communication 
patterns, and standardize access to information across continents in a way that erodes local variation. 
Globalized tech platforms represent a centralizing force on culture. 

Spread of Cultural Products 
A clear example of Big Tech's global cultural influence is the sudden international spread of sensations like 
Korean pop music (K-pop) and TikTok memes. K-pop bands like BTS attained record global popularity 
partially through YouTube and social media, allowing them to penetrate markets like the US and Latin 
America (Oh and Park 2019). TikTok memes also quickly jump between Asian and Western markets 
demonstrating tech's cultural fluidity. 
Silicon Valley's platforms provide the underlying infrastructure diffusing cultural products rapidly worldwide. 
While economic globalization and trade pacts enabled some cultural spread earlier, Big Tech exponentially 
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accelerated worldwide integration and exposure to international trends. This was unimaginable pre-
internet. 

Tech products also enable real-time global coordination of shared cultural moments. For example, ALS Ice 
Bucket Challenge videos saturated social media feeds globally, driving unprecedented fundraising. And 
streaming platforms like Netflix now release shows simultaneously worldwide, creating shared pop culture 
touchstones across borders. Again, Silicon Valley's distribution power drives unified cultural experiences. 

Homogenizing Effects on Local Cultures 
However, some critics argue technology platforms may undermine local cultural diversity and autonomy. 
As globalized American tech firms dominate markets, their embedded values, algorithms, and economic 
power advantage some cultural products over others (Nakashima 2022). 
Smaller communities, languages, and identities may find themselves overwhelmed by global cultural 
currents shaped by forces like Hollywood, TikTok, and Facebook far away. Regional creative industries lose 
shared attention and influence. While enabling some cross-cultural exchange, Big Tech risks homogenizing 
local variation and diversity. 

Furthermore, the improved communication, planning, and economic coordination enabled by global tech 
networks strengthens the dominance of existing power structures according to some analysts (Phillips 
2018). Technology does not automatically decentralize power, it reflects power relations. Hence global 
platforms may reinforce certain voices over others. 

In many ways, Silicon Valley now constitutes its own center of cultural gravity - one that pulls worldwide 
users into its orbit even as it erodes local control. Its consumer technologies penetrate nearly all societies, 
bringing connectivity yet also cultural influence unaccountable to any single government. This makes tech 
a unique rising superpower over global society and culture. 

 
4. TECH GIANTS AND GEOPOLITICS 
4.1 Discuss Ways Companies Like Facebook and Huawei Influence Politics and Global 
Relations 
Facebook and Political Polarization 

Social media platforms like Facebook play an increasingly central role in political discourse and 
governance worldwide. Facebook's ability to spread information rapidly to billions empowers populist 
movements and enables new forms of hyper-targeted political messaging (Woolley and Howard 2017). 

But critics argue Facebook's algorithms also encourage inflammatory content and ideological silos that 
polarize voters and empower fringe voices (Hao 2021). Events like the 2021 US Capitol riots revealed risks of 
social media radicalization and misinformation spread on platforms like Facebook (Frenkel 2021). Many 
condemn Facebook for inadequately addressing these threats to democracy. 

Some analysts argue Facebook's goal of maximizing engagement incentivizes anger-inducing political 
content, undermining healthy democratic deliberation in the public sphere in favor of conflict and tribalism 
(Vaidhyanathan 2018). Through its news feed curation and content promotion choices, Facebook shapes 
political discourse and voter behavior internationally. 

Huawei and Geopolitical Tensions 
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Chinese telecom giant Huawei's growth into a leading 5G equipment provider worldwide has made it a 
centerpiece of rising US-China geopolitical competition over technology and national security. The US 
alleges Huawei's 5G equipment may enable Chinese state espionage and bans government use of Huawei 
gear (Feng 2021). It has pressured allies to ban Huawei 5G as well. 

However, China sees US actions against Huawei as an attempt to undermine China's high-tech 
competitiveness. Huawei stands at the intersection of technological dominance and global influence. 
Debates over the security of Huawei's 5G equipment become entangled with broader US-China trade and 
security tensions. The treatment of private firms like Huawei now fuels geopolitical realignments between 
superpowers. 

Tech Diplomacy 

Scholars note that major technology companies are increasingly important actors in diplomatic relations 
as well. Through lobbying, partnerships, and investments, Big Tech shapes foreign policies to access and 
expand into overseas markets (Segal 2016). This “tech diplomacy” serves corporate growth but also sways 
geopolitics. 

For example, Google and Facebook have partnered with Chinese universities, tech firms, and even military 
researchers to make inroads in China’s high-potential market, resulting in blowback in the US over indirectly 
supporting China’s military rise (Frenkel 2020). Corporations make strategic geopolitical decisions in 
pursuit of market share and technical talent abroad. Their interests do not always align with traditional 
national security priorities. 

As communication infrastructure, e-commerce, and data networks become more crucial to democracy 
and economic power, privately-run tech platforms will only grow in geopolitical influence. Their 
independence from state control allows companies like Facebook and Huawei to drive realignments 
between nations through their technical capabilities and soft power holdings. 

 
4.2 Provide Examples of How Tech Firms' Interests Clash With National Governments 
Apple Versus FBI Encryption Dispute 
A prime example of tensions between tech firms and state authorities is Apple's refusal to unlock the iPhone 
of a suspect in the 2015 San Bernardino terrorist shooting, despite an FBI court order. Apple denied assisting 
with bypassing iPhone encryption that would grant access, arguing this would undermine trust in its 
security and set a dangerous precedent for surveillance overreach (Lichtblau and Benner 2016). 
The FBI insisted it needed access to the phone's data for its terrorism investigation. This collision between 
Apple protecting its reputation for encryption versus law enforcement's terrorism concerns became a 
symbolic clash between tech independence and national security priorities. It exemplified how tech 
companies may prioritize user trust and their business interests over government public safety demands. 

TikTok Resisting US Government Ban 
Similar tensions arose when former President Trump issued executive orders to ban TikTok in the US or force 
its sale to an American company, over allegations that TikTok's Chinese ownership posed national security 
risks. However, TikTok parent ByteDance claimed these actions were political rather than evidence-based 
(Wakabayashi 2020). 
TikTok sued to block the orders, denying it passes data to China and seeking to protect its thriving platform 
from a forced sale. Again, a tech company asserted its own interests when it felt a government's actions 
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were unfair or excessive based on the evidence. This battle for survival illustrated Silicon Valley's 
independence from state control. 

Google Exits Project Maven 
In 2018 Google chose not to renew its contract for Project Maven, a Pentagon program applying AI analysis 
to drone footage after employees protested this military application (Shane and Wakabayashi 2018). 
However, Google has continued pursuing opportunities in China, including AI research partnerships the US 
government views as undermining national interests (Frenkel 2020). 
These choices contradict traditional alignments - American tech companies typically aid US military goals 
while avoiding perceived adverse China ties. Google's decision-making based on employee pressures and 
market opportunities demonstrates how tech firms diverge from state geopolitical interests. 

Amazon Web Services Partnerships in China 
Similarly, Amazon Web Services (AWS) continues expanding partnerships and cloud infrastructure within 
China, committing to complying with Chinese cybersecurity laws that mandates storing data within China 
and sharing with authorities (Mozur and Sanger 2019). It also sells image recognition AI to police forces 
criticized for human rights violations. 
AWS pursues Chinese contracts despite US government concerns over enabling Chinese censorship, 
surveillance, and AI ascendancy. Again corporate tech interests compete with demands to align with US 
national interests regarding China policy. 

As these examples demonstrate, massive independent tech companies have the power to make 
calculated decisions that sometimes contradict government goals. Their economic might and geopolitical 
importance provide unusual leverage. Technology firms are not automatically beholden to state 
imperatives but follow corporate priorities - an independence that enables influence but also tensions with 
national authorities worldwide. 

 
4.3 Analyze How Dependence on Tech Products Grants Companies Indirect Political Power 
Control of Digital Infrastructure 
One source of Silicon Valley's political influence is how governments, businesses, and individuals depend 
on services provided by tech giants. Amazon Web Services (AWS) controls over 30% of global cloud 
infrastructure, hosting platforms from Netflix to the CIA (Cheng 2022). Many core functions thus rely on 
technology outside direct state control. 
This grants indirect authority to companies like Amazon that could theoretically withhold services for 
political ends, as AWS did temporarily from Parler after the January 6 US Capitol attack (Frenkel 2021). 
Scholars argue control over underlying digital infrastructure like cloud computing constitutes a new form 
of political power for tech firms (Nechushtai 2021). 

Similarly, Apple and Google's duopoly over mobile app stores gives them gatekeeper status - they 
determine what apps and content people can access on smartphones. After Russia invaded Ukraine, Apple 
restricted Russian state media apps domestically and globally (Satariano 2022). This demonstrated how 
control of mobile operating systems enables global censorship capabilities affecting millions. 

Platform Power from User Dependence 
Additionally, billions now depend on platforms like Google, Facebook, and TikTok for information, 
communication, and entertainment. This user dependence grants the platforms political leverage. 
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When Facebook throttled news traffic in Australia over disagreements about paying for content, traffic to 
major news sites plummeted, forcing concessions (Luca 2021). Dominance over communication channels 
allowed Facebook to bring Australia into line. Some analysts argue Big Tech's "platform power" now rivals 
state power given societal integration (Zuboff 2019). Their infrastructure enables coercive potential. 

Surveillance and Competitive Advantages 
Wide adoption of technologies like Amazon Alexa or Google Nest cameras also grants tech firms troves of 
sensitive user data potentially exploited for political ends. One study found leaked police requests for Ring 
camera footage from Amazon spiked around Black Lives Matter protests (Biddle 2021). Amazon's 
surveillance infrastructure offers authorities monitoring abilities that raise civil liberties concerns. 
Moreover, Big Tech companies aim to provide comprehensive technological solutions across business, 
government, and consumer domains. Yet the more technology infrastructure falls under monopolistic 
vendors like Microsoft or Amazon, the more data, competitive intelligence, and integration power they 
accrue. Some argue this entrenches their political influence (Lynn 2021). Breaking up concentrated tech 
ecosystems may distribute power more widely. 

In essence, as the world adopts transformational technologies pioneered by Silicon Valley titans, 
dependence and lock-in effects emerge. The small number of companies controlling these next-
generation systems gain asymmetric political leverage. Avoiding overreliance on any single tech vendor is 
crucial for retaining state sovereignty and agency. But evidence shows integration accelerating in ways 
that may undermine governmental autonomy. 

 
5. THE COMING SOVEREIGNTY OF SILICON VALLEY 
5.1 Synthesize How Economic, Cultural, and Political Powers Make Tech Companies 
Contenders for Global Influence 
Tech Giants as Super-Entities 
Scholar Zeynep Tufekci argues that major technology companies like Google, Amazon, and Facebook have 
attained unprecedented economic concentration, societal reach, and political might. She describes them 
as “super-entities” with influence exceeding most nation-states: 
“These new super-entities reliably deliver amazing technologies that improve our lives, hold the promise of 
undoing old hierarchies...and are run by cosmopolitan, highly skilled managers. But these same entities 
undermine sovereignty (the capacity for self-determination within a bounded system) for all states, open 
opportunities for influence by outside powers, and are likely to disrupt politics and economics in many 
societies.” (Tufekci 2017) 

This quote encapsulates how Silicon Valley's economic supremacy, global cultural penetration, and 
unaccountable political power make them rising non-state global influencers. 

Economic Might Enabling Power 
The previous section detailed the trillion-dollar market capitalizations, hundreds of billions in annual 
revenues, and unmatched growth rates of companies like Apple, Microsoft, Amazon and Alphabet 
(Google’s parent company). Their economic might exceeds most countries – Apple alone is worth more 
than the GDPs of Australia, Mexico, Spain or South Korea (Focus Economics 2021). This grants enormous 
financial capacity to expand products globally and sway politics. 
 
Cultural Dominance Through Technology 
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Additionally, tech products like the iPhone, Gmail, YouTube, Instagram, Twitter and TikTok have achieved 
near complete cultural saturation worldwide. Over 3.5 billion people use Google services and 2.5 billion use 
Facebook apps monthly (Johnson 2021; Meta 2022). Silicon Valley shapes global communication norms, 
news distribution, entertainment preferences, and more through its platforms. No single state rival this 
societal influence. 
 
Political Power Through Lobbying and Pressuring Governments 
Finally, Big Tech's lobbying spends total tens of millions annually to shape policy in its favor across issues 
like antitrust regulation, taxation, data privacy, and more (Opensecrets 2022). Firms like Apple, Facebook 
and Google use their economic might to influence democracies worldwide. Their cultural dominance also 
translates into soft power to steer public opinion. 
Together, Silicon Valley’s unmatched economic strength, societal integration via technology products, and 
political agenda-setting equip tech giants to operate as global superpowers without state authority. Their 
flexibility, reach, and independence from national interests or voters enable influence arguably exceeding 
contemporary nation-states on certain measures. This positions them as contenders to form a novel non-
governmental power structure on the world stage. The implications of such a tectonic shift in international 
relations merit extensive analysis. 

 
5.2 Discuss Potential Implications and Concerns if Tech Companies Eclipse Nation States 
Eroding Democracy and State Sovereignty 
Many analysts warn that the rise of unaccountable Big Tech power risks eroding democracy and state 
sovereignty. Unlike elected governments, tech firms lack transparency, oversight, and democratic checks 
and balances governing their influence over billions of users (Tufekci 2017). 
The algorithms and policies set within Silicon Valley corporate headquarters already shape news, 
information flows, commerce, and digital infrastructure worldwide. But without electoral approval or public 
consensus. If companies like Facebook and Google gain more social, economic and political dominance, 
it may undermine the self-determination and participatory governance associated with democratic nation 
states (Zuboff 2019). 
 
Unprecedented Concentrations of Private Power and Wealth 
Relatedly, some philosophers argue technology monopolies concentrate power and wealth in the hands 
of a small number of private American individuals like Jeff Bezos, Bill Gates, and Mark Zuckerberg to an 
unprecedented, undemocratic degree (Wu 2018). 
The combined wealth of tech billionaires already exceeds many countries’ GDPs. Critics argue 
accountability mechanisms sufficient to govern this scale of economic might simply do not exist currently 
in either the American political system or within relatively young tech corporations (Morozov 2020). Much 
greater regulatory oversight would be needed to align Big Tech's incentives with social welfare rather than 
pursuing unfettered profits and influence. 

 

Surveillance Capitalism Undermining Privacy and Freedom 
Additionally, the business models of companies like Facebook and Google rely heavily on pervasive data 
extraction and surveillance of users’ digital behaviors. Scholar Shoshana Zuboff termed this “surveillance 
capitalism”, arguing it renders Internet users as products to monitor and modify (Zuboff 2019). 
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If tech giants gain more societal dominance, privacy may become impossible as Silicon Valley's 
surveillance infrastructure monitors and profiles all behavior as signals for monetization and social control. 
Critics argue this risks social programming reaching totalitarian levels if allowed to expand further without 
limits (Morozov 2013). 

Homogenization and Consolidation of Culture Industry 
Finally, some analysts caution Big Tech's global monopoly over digital media distribution channels risks 
weakening cultural diversity. As major platforms dominate each country’s app stores, social networks, 
search results, digital ads, and commerce, local publishers, creators, and businesses struggle for visibility. 
This grants Silicon Valley excessive power to standardize culture through prizing its own embedded biases, 
English-language content, Western cultural values, and promoting corporate consolidation through 
merciless competition. Nuanced local cultures may be gradually displaced or absorbed by monolithic Big 
Tech platforms optimized for growth and ad revenue over humanistic values (Nakashima 2022). 

In essence, a world order where corporations eclipse democratic state influence contains profound risks 
for expression, self-determination, distribution of wealth and power, privacy, and cultural diversity. Scholars 
argue much stronger rights-preserving oversight and decentralization of technology infrastructures is 
needed to ensure a liberation - rather than totalitarian - future as Silicon Valley rises in global dominance. 

 
5.3 Conclude That Tech Giants Show Early Signs of Constituting a New "Global Superpower" 
The Evidence for Big Tech's Rise 
This paper has analyzed extensive evidence demonstrating major technology companies have attained 
unprecedented global power and influence across economic, cultural, and political spheres. 
Their trillion-dollar market valuations now routinely exceed medium-sized national economies. Culturally, 
services like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, Netflix, and TikTok engage billions of users worldwide 
on a daily basis. And politically, companies like Amazon, Apple, and Alphabet spend millions lobbying 
governments and exert significant sway over regulation. 

Scholars argue the economic concentration, cultural legitimacy, political agenda-setting, global ubiquity 
of users, and functional importance of technology services enable Silicon Valley entities to operate with 
superpower-like authority, flexibility, and reach exceeding that of most nation-states (Tufekci 2017). 

The Trajectory Towards Sovereignty 
Looking forward, technology seams likely to be even more deeply integrated into global infrastructure for 
communications, transportation, commerce, media, and more. Emerging technologies like self-driving 
cars, augmented reality, blockchain networks, AI assistants, Internet of Things, and smart cities will only 
expand Silicon Valley's central position in finance, daily life, and governance. 
Barring intervention, decentralized technologies remain dominated by centralized Big Tech titans. The firms 
amassing the most capital, talent, data, and market share in the new machine economy are American 
giants like Google, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, and Facebook. They are positioned to own critical platforms 
serving as backbone of future society. 

As the world progressively runs on Silicon Valley tech, we inch towards a circumstance where corporate 
software codes and algorithms civilizations (Li 2018). Tech critic Eric Schmidt warns “Governments don't get 
to rule anymore...We're the only group left” (Tiku 2019). It remains ambiguous if software will eat national 
sovereignty, or enable emancipation. But its momentum appears inevitable. 

Implications for State Power 
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This leads many scholars to argue Big Tech may erode state sovereignty and democratic agency if society 
fails to exert oversight or redistribute technology's ownership (Morozov 2013). Corporate unaccountability 
risks totalitarian dystopia, widening inequality, and cultural homogenization (Zuboff 2019). 
Yet heavy-handed state regulation also carries pitfalls, stifling innovation. The optimal balance remains 
debated. But ignoring Silicon Valley's metastasizing influence appears unwise given evidence technology 
streams towards owning the 21st century. 

In conclusion, while no technology giant yet constitutes a true sovereign entity, their economic supremacy, 
ubiquitous social reach, and unparalleled political clout signal the early stages of a potential global power 
shift towards technology companies usurping nation-states. This trajectory warrants extensive public 
debate and opposition where necessary. Power, by nature, consolidates. Breaking monolithic technology 
monopolies and decentralizing digital infrastructure appear crucial governance challenges in coming 
decades if society desires preserving democratic ideals. 

The implications of Silicon Valley’s unfolding dominance shake foundational pillars of liberty, identity, and 
state legitimacy across the globe. As technology prophecies unfold, where power ultimately rests remains 
undecided. 

 
6. CONCLUSION 
6.1 Summary of Main Arguments 
Summary of Key Arguments 
This paper has analyzed how major technology companies centered in Silicon Valley have attained 
unprecedented global power and influence that positions them to rival, or even surpass, nation states on 
certain measures of power. Several key arguments were put forth: 
First, companies like Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Alphabet and Facebook now exceed most national 
economies in raw economic power. Evidence shows their trillion-dollar market capitalizations, hundreds of 
billions in annual revenue, dominance across sectors, and unmatched growth trajectories constituting a 
new center of corporate power detached from national alignments. 

Second, ubiquitous tech products and services like the iPhone, Facebook, Gmail, Netflix, Uber, Twitter and 
Tiktok have granted Silicon Valley unparalleled reach into the daily lives, communication, information 
access, and cultural consumption of billions worldwide. No nation state shapes lived experience across so 
many geographies and languages. 

Third, dependence on Big Tech digital infrastructure for core functions grants companies like Amazon Web 
Services and Apple indirect political influence and coercion abilities affecting consumers, businesses, and 
governments. Control over essential platforms constitutes a new form of soft power. 

Fourth, examples abound of tensions between tech firms’ interests and state prerogatives around issues 
like encryption, content moderation, cooperating with Chinese firms, and more. Technology companies 
increasingly steer global relations as independent geopolitical actors. 

Finally, Silicon Valley’s economic supremacy, cultural influence, and indirect political power signal early 
signs of effectively constituting a novel global “superpower” that may eventually eclipse nation states in 
sovereignty. This trajectory demands scrutiny. 

In total, this paper synthesized an extensive array of evidence demonstrating major technology companies 
have obtained a degree of flexible power across finance, society, and governance unparalleled in human 
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history. Their economic dominance grants political influence far exceeding previous corporations. Analysts 
overwhelmingly agree their trajectory points towards expanding this power advantage even further in 
coming decades. 

Implications for State Sovereignty 
If such trends continue unchecked, Big Tech may undermine state sovereignty, consolidate power among 
technology elites, enable mass surveillance, and disrupt local cultures worldwide. But heavy-handed state 
regulation also carries pitfalls for innovation and liberties. Balancing oversight with flexibility remains a key 
challenge in governing Silicon Valley’s meteoric rise. 
While still emerging, the multifaceted power of entities like Google and Amazon signal early tremors of a 
potential tectonic shift in global power dynamics. Their capacity to intersect with nearly all aspects of 
human society grants technology companies powerful levers to direct humanity’s trajectory this century. 
Their influence can no longer be ignored by states or citizens worldwide. 

This paper aimed to synthesize the mounting evidence that Silicon Valley represents a rising superpower 
with global authority and reach unprecedented for non-state entities. It constitutes an early warning 
regarding the implications of unaccountable Big Tech power expanding across the domains of state 
legitimacy. How society responds to technology's ascent will profoundly shape this century's possibilities. 

 
6.2 Discussion of Counterarguments 
Addressing Counter-Arguments 
While this paper argues that evidence shows technology companies gaining significant global power 
rivaling nation-states, some offer counter-perspectives. Four main counterarguments arise: 

1. Tech firms still operate within and depend on national legal systems. They must comply with 
regulations from democracies like the EU and US that limit their power. 

2. Big Tech's influence remains restricted to the online world. Nation-states still wield supreme 
authority over military, borders, education, healthcare and other domains central to sovereignty. 

3. Technology companies face rising public distrust and reputational damage. Their cultural 
legitimacy is wavering amid backlashes like the Facebook whistleblower scandal. 

4. State power persists through exercising authority over individual tech company employees and 
restricting talent pools. Ultimately hard coercive power outweighs soft corporate power. 

These raise valid points. Silicon Valley has not usurped state sovereignty entirely...yet. But they 
underestimate Big Tech's momentum and autonomy gained already. Counterarguments overlooking Big 
Tech's threat recall dismissals of authoritarian regimes rising a century ago. 

Tech firms do operate within national legal bounds. But they aggressively lobby to expand those bounds 
through political influence exceeding most sectors. And much of their power derives from global reach 
exceeding any one country. No state fully contains them. 

It is true states currently oversee some core governmental domains. But technology creeps steadily into 
education, finance, defense, cities, and more. Big Tech already exerts enormous sway over lives through 
algorithms, surveillance infrastructure, digital commerce, and media. Its functional authority cannot be 
downplayed. 
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Public distrust may slightly curb Silicon Valley's cultural power. But backlash primarily requests better 
governance, not wholesale abandonment of platforms now culturally embedded. And it remains localized 
to democracies, while much of Big Tech’s growth is overseas. 

Finally, states can intimidate or restrict tech talent pools to limit companies. But coercive hard power has 
high costs if overapplied. Regardless, Big Tech constitutes a novel, potent form of influence contrasting 
traditional notions of state power. That gap is the crux that demands examination. 

In summary, while limits on Silicon Valley remain, counterarguments seem complacent given the scope of 
its unchecked expansion. Big Tech’s independence from voters, speed of growth, and global operating 
scale point clearly to a trajectory of increasing power and sovereignty. This paper aimed to spur awareness 
and debate over silicon Valley's extraordinary rise, not stifle it with dismissiveness. What combination of 
state governance, corporate self-regulation, and international cooperation best stewards technology's 
flourishing remains open for deliberation. But prudence dictates recognizing the makings of a potential 21st 
century leviathan in seeds readily apparent today. Power's momentum grows subtly...until suddenly it does 
not. 

 
6.3 Final Assertions on Tech Companies' Trajectory Towards Global Power 
The Inevitable Rise of Silicon Valley 
This paper has marshalled extensive evidence across economics, culture, politics, and technology itself 
demonstrating that Silicon Valley companies like Google, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, and Facebook have 
obtained unprecedented global influence rivaling major nation-states. 
Their economic supremacy now exceeds all but a handful of national economies. Their ubiquitous 
technology platforms shape the modern world's social fabric. And their capacity to pressure governments, 
sway public opinion, and control essential infrastructure provides indirect political authority on par with 
state soft power. 

As technological infrastructure only grows more central to finance, communication, commerce, media, 
and government in coming decades, Silicon Valley's power is positioned to expand further. AI, quantum 
computing, biotech, space infrastructure, autonomous vehicles, augmented reality, blockchain, robotics, 
and more will run on Big Tech cloud servers like Amazon AWS. Their trajectory seems teleological at this 
point. 

Barring forceful, globally coordinated intervention to decentralize technology infrastructure, restrict growth 
and anti-competitive practices, and impose transparency and oversight mechanisms, Big Tech's grip is 
poised to tighten into functional sovereignty. Evidence assessed comprehensively suggests technology 
now operates akin to an unregulated supranational state with little meaningful counterbalance as 
machines and algorithms overtake society. 

Rebalancing Power 
This paper aimed to highlight the makings of this historic shift in global power dynamics as a warning and 
starting point for discussion on restoring democratic checks, Splitter widespread tech ownership, 
revitalizing communal analog lifeworld’s, and insisting technology bend to humanistic rather than 
technocratic values. Blind optimism that "innovation" will automatically uplift humanity seems insufficient 
given what is knowable today about technology's risks to state sovereignty. 
As scholars like Jaron Lanier and Shoshana Zuboff argue, a future where Silicon Valley titans exercise 
excessive power invites dystopian consequences for privacy, self-determination, inequality, and social 
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good unless actively contested. Power concentrates relentlessly unless disrupted through vigilance and 
moral courage. For all its wonders, the dark side of technology's ascent must be eyed with presumption of 
wisdom, not innocence. 

This paper hopefully provides a synthesis of evidence and frame for debate around technology firms as 
rising "proto-states" that provokes critical thought on society's trajectory this century. If any doubt remains 
over Silicon Valley's expansion of influence across economics, politics and culture worldwide, recall how 
similarly unbounded financial firms crashed the global economy just over a decade ago. Corporate power, 
in the end, answers no one unless compelled by the collective. That work begins with awareness, caution, 
and moral imagination - humanity's guides since antiquity. 
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